
AdvertisinG     componeNT     Brief 
The second component to the design portfolio was an influential design where I was asked to design an appropriate set of 
advertising solutions / concepts to promote the product design to an intended audience. This secondary component links and 
continues the previous design. 

The brief asked students to design “a collection of advertising concepts that assist in influencing the target audience around 

the purchase of the product design in Unit 3.” The task brief also asked for “Thought and research [to go] into the current 

advertising trends and the market that the product is being sold to.” 

Some stimulus ideas that were presented in the brief included the design and production of: 
• Magazine spreads  
• Social media campaigns  

INITAL    Brainstorm 
My initial brainstorm displayed below was intended to capture all the components and fascias to this secondary component to 
the portfolio.

History,   style   &   Movement   of   applE   advertisements 
Due to the nature of Apple’s long, successful and copious history in the manufacture an distribution of consumer electronics, the 
progressive movement of Apple’s advertising campaigns  is almost as interesting as the history of the products it advertises. 
Understanding how Apple’s advertising campaigns have progressed over the years is important in determining where their 
advertising will go in the future. The below timeline displays and summarises this development into six sections.
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1970s

Design     process    APPROACH 
I wanted this portfolio to follow a very fluent and stage-driven process in realising the finial advertising solution. This procedure 
began with detailed research into the style of the advertising campaigns that Apple have released in the past 50 years. These 
advertisements would give the design context and significantly shape the thought process that goes into an advertisement 

design. Following this an array of different advertising forms and strategies would be considered and the most suitable would 
be identified and further developed.  

From this point I felt it necessary to create several sketched concepts before creating the best concept design in photoshop 
and similar software. Finally once a final design was determined, it would be refined and rendered before being put in an 

environment (i.e. superimposed on a commercial billboard). Feedback was considered in the concluding pages of the portfolio 
involving an extensive evaluation.

On the release of the Apple I (in 1976) and the Apple II (in 1977), 

Apple released a series of print advertisements that introduced 

these initial Apple computers. These ads would: 
➡ be simple in design 
➡ often see the computer in use / in context 
➡ display the distinctive red apple icon 
➡ involve minimal text 
➡ includes the words “Introducing…”

As Apple advanced in the 1980s, its products and 

advertisements evolved and changed.  

These ‘new’ ads were visually very different to the 

previous ads. These ads: 
➡ were highly text heavy 
➡ had little to none images 
➡ had the multicoloured Apple logo 
➡ were printed in the same serif font and were 

laid out in a standardised way

1980s

The series of print Apple advertisements that featured in 

magazines and on buses / taxis, etc in the early 1990s were 

visually interactive. 

These ads had: 
➡ a predominately white background 
➡ a lot of annotated images 
➡ a consistent format (a catchy heading above annotated 

images, above a short paragraph of text)

In the later part of the 1990s, Apple decided to change 

their marketing strategy. Apple used various celebrity 

figures to help sell their products. All adverts: 
➡ were printed in black & white 
➡ featured the profile of a celebrity figure looking 

into the camera lens 
➡ had no text (expect for their logo & motto, “think 

different.” 
➡ didn’t focus on any particular product 

In the turn of the 21st century, Apple’s advertising campaigns 

changed dramatically. In 2001 the iPod was released and 

thus a large part of Apple’s marketing was released to the 

iPod. These advertisements: 

➡ showed the iPod and earphones in a graphical format 

➡ sometimes used metaphor and humour  

➡ often used bright colours with a silhouette of a person 

listening to music

2000s

2017

1990s
EARLY

1990s
LATE

Apple advertisements today focus on 

the small things. Today’s ads: 
➡ are very simple in design 
➡ uses bright colours sparingly & in 

isolation 
➡ have the Apple logo in a non-

obvious spot 
➡ occasionally use celebrities 
➡ often use social media trends

• Billboard layouts  
• Bus stop and Bus advertising 

The above 14 images were cited from one of the following urls: https://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/09/the-evolution-of-apple-ads/ https://www.innovativecareusa.com/2016/01/why-apple-inc-was-named-apple/ http://creativecriminals.com/celebrities/
apple/think-different https://metadesignblog.com/2013/08/16/the-power-of-words-5-factors-for-developing-successful-brand-language/ http://stellarjayheath.blogspot.com/2012/11/ https://www.businessinsider.com.au/apple-restructures-relationship-with-ad-
agency-tbwamedia-arts-lab-2017-2?r=US&IR=T
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